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Abstract—Low rank matrix completion (LRMC) has received tremendous attention in recent years. The low rank assumption means that the columns (or rows) of the matrix to be completed are points on a low-dimensional linear variety. This paper extends this thinking to cases where the columns are points on low-dimensional nonlinear algebraic varieties. While others have recently studied matrix completion in such settings, existing results focus mainly on algorithms and experiments, without supporting theory. This paper proposes a new approach to what we call Low Algebraic-Dimension Matrix Completion (LADMC). We propose a new LADMC algorithm that leverages existing LRMC methods on a tensorized representation of the data. We also provide a formal mathematical justification for the success of our method. In particular, the new algorithm can succeed in many cases where traditional LRMC is guaranteed to fail. We also provide experimental results showing that the new approach significantly outperforms existing state-of-the-art methods for matrix completion in many situations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Let \( X \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times N} \) be a matrix whose columns lie in a low-dimensional algebraic variety \( V \) (not necessarily linear). Such matrices will be called low algebraic-dimension (LAD) matrices. Matrix completion refers to the problem of recovering \( X \) from an observation consisting of a subset of its entries. This problem is well understood in the case of low-rank matrices, in which the columns lie in a low-dimensional subspace—this is the so-called low rank matrix completion (LRMC) problem [1, 2]. We call the more general problem of completing LAD matrices low algebraic dimension matrix completion (LADMC). Unions of subspaces (UoS) are a special case of algebraic varieties [3, 4], and a number of approaches to matrix completion for the UoS model have been proposed [5–11]. Most of these algorithms involve iterating between clustering and completion steps, and little can be guaranteed about their performance. However, recently [3] proposed a new approach based on lifting the problem to a higher-dimensional representation (e.g., tensor or polynomial expansions of the columns of \( X \)). The algorithm in [3] can be interpreted as alternating between LRMC in the lifted representation and unlifting this low-rank representation back to the original representation (i.e., solving for a pre-image matrix) to obtain a completion of the original matrix. This approach appears to provide good results in practice, but two problems were unresolved:

- The unlifting step is highly nonlinear and non-convex, and so little can be proved about its accuracy or correctness.
- While [3] provides an intuitive explanation for the potential of the approach (based on a degrees of freedom argument) and why it may succeed in cases where LRMC fails, a rigorous argument is lacking.

This paper addresses both issues. We provide a formal mathematical explanation for the success of such methods, and based on this insight we propose a new LADMC algorithm that uses a simple unlifting step based on the singular value decomposition (SVD). Experiments show that the new algorithm performs as well or better than state-of-the-art methods in the popular case of the UoS model.

A Mathematical Contribution to LADMC

The key to the usual LRMC problem is to learn the underlying subspace spanned by the columns of the matrix \( X \) from incomplete observations. Suppose that the columns of the matrix are observed in certain patterns. Let \( \Omega \) denote a binary matrix indicating all the distinct observed patterns in \( X \). The question of whether a subspace is identifiable from such observations is equivalent to determining whether the subspace can be reconstructed from its canonical projections onto the coordinates indicated by the columns of \( \Omega \). Essentially, the idea is that if we observe data with a certain sampling pattern multiple times, then we can use these data to reconstruct the projection of the underlying subspace onto the coordinates in the pattern. This observation has been developed and used in the analysis of LRMC and related problems [9, 12–15].

The main mathematical contribution of this paper is to generalize this to show that nonlinear varieties can be reconstructed from canonical projections. Specifically, we focus on quadratic varieties, which are linear varieties in a quadratic (tensor) representation. The tensor representation is defined as follows. Use the notation

\[
x = \begin{bmatrix} x_1 & x_2 & \cdots & x_d \end{bmatrix}^T
\]

to denote a column in \( X \). The tensor representation of this point is the vector

\[
\begin{bmatrix} x_1^2 & x_1 x_2 & \cdots & x_1 x_d & x_2^2 & x_2 x_3 & \cdots & x_d^2 \end{bmatrix}^T
\]
i.e., the vector comprised of all unique pairwise products of the elements of \( x \).

The wrinkle here is that samplings in the original representation generate only a subset of all possible samplings in the tensor representation. For example, if we observe \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) but not \( x_3 \), then we can form the products \( x_1^2 \), \( x_1 x_2 \), and \( x_2^2 \), but not \( x_1 x_3 \), nor \( x_2 x_3 \), nor \( x_3^2 \), nor any other product involving \( x_3 \). This implies that the projections that we may observe in the tensor representation are restricted, and so one cannot simply apply known results [12] for the reconstruction of linear subspaces from canonical projections. Our main results show that under mild assumptions, the (possible) canonical projections in the tensor space are sufficient to identify linear subspaces (in the tensor representation), and thus (equivalently) quadratic varieties in the original domain. This shows that quadratic varieties are indeed identifiable from incomplete data. Furthermore, we derive precise information theoretic bounds on how much missingness can be tolerated in terms of the dimension of the tensor space. As we show in Theorem 1, to identify the low-dimensional subspace in the lifted space we are only required to compute the kernel of a matrix encoding the canonical projections. We show how these results apply to many interesting examples of quadratic varieties, including the popular UoS model.

Motivated by these results, we propose another new and more practical algorithm that we call LADMC (Algorithm 1) to complete data in low-dimensional quadratic varieties. Our algorithm performs LRMC on a lifted tensorized representation of the data matrix and solves the matrix pre-image problem once to return a matrix completion in the original domain. As a consequence of our theoretical results, we can guarantee that if the lifted matrix has been successfully completed with LRMC then the pre-image step is guaranteed to recover the original LAD matrix. In contrast with [3], this approach can be implemented non-iteratively (aside possibly from the subroutine used to solve the LRMC problem), although an iterative implementation appears to yield some empirical improvement.

Additionally, we demonstrate the proposed LADMC algorithm on UoS data, which shows competitive or improved matrix completion performance as compared to other state-of-the-art matrix completion methods, including approaches that are based on explicitly estimating UoS models. In contrast with these approaches, our LADMC algorithm does not require any prior knowledge of the number of subspaces or their dimension.

**II. SETUP AND ALGORITHM**

Let \( X = [x_1 \ldots x_N] \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times N} \) be a matrix whose columns lie in a low-dimensional variety \( V \) (not necessarily linear). Let \( D := (d+1) \). For any column \( x \in \mathbb{R}^d \), define its tensorized column \( x^{\otimes 2} \in \mathbb{R}^D \) as

\[
x^{\otimes 2} := (x \otimes x)_D,
\]

where \( \otimes \) denotes Kronecker product and \((\cdot)_D\) denotes restriction of the Kronecker product to its domain. i.e., we delete \( \binom{d}{d} \) duplicate entries that arise from taking the Kronecker product of a vector with itself. We call the tensorized matrix, and call the subset of \( \mathbb{R}^D \) to which these matrices belong the tensor space.

**Definition 1.** Let \( V \) be a collection of vectors in \( \mathbb{R}^D \). Given \( V \), we define the quadratic variety \( V \subset \mathbb{R}^d \) as

\[
V := \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^d : v^T x^{\otimes 2} = 0 \text{ for every } v \in V \}.
\]

We call this variety quadratic because every element \( x \in V \) satisfies quadratic polynomial constraints of the form

\[
v_1 x_1^2 + v_2 x_1 x_2 + v_3 x_3 x_4 + \cdots + v_D x_d^2 = 0.
\]

In other words, \( V \) contains the coefficients of the polynomial constraints that define \( V \).

Notice that by definition, if \( x \in V \), then \( x^{\otimes 2} \in \ker V^T = S \), which is a linear subspace of \( \mathbb{R}^D \). In words, low-dimensional quadratic varieties are low-dimensional linear varieties in the tensor space.

This is the main idea motivating this work. More precisely, if the columns of \( X \) are points on a quadratic variety \( V \) whose corresponding tensorized subspace \( S \) is low-dimensional, then the tensorized matrix \( X^{\otimes 2} \) is low-rank and may be recovered from a subset of its entries using standard LRMC techniques.

Furthermore, if LRMC indeed recovers \( X^{\otimes 2} \) from a subset of its entries, then we can always recover \( X \) from \( X^{\otimes 2} \). To see this, let \( x^{\otimes 2} \in \mathbb{R}^D \) be a column of \( X^{\otimes 2} \). Since \( x^{\otimes 2} = (x \otimes x)_D \), we can populate the entries of the symmetric matrix \( xx^T \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times d} \) with the entries of \( x^{\otimes 2} \). This way \( xx^T \) is rank one, and its leading singular vector is precisely \( x \) up to a choice of sign, which can be determined from any non-zero entry of \( x \). These observations motivate our proposed algorithm, summarized in Algorithm 1.

**Algorithm 1: Low-Algebraic-Dimension Matrix Completion (LADMC).**

1. **Input:** Subset of entries of data matrix \( X \).
2. **Tensorize:** Form new matrix \( X^{\otimes 2} \) by replacing each Column \( x_i \) with tensor product \( x_i \otimes x_i \) (with missing entries corresponding to missing data in \( x_i \)).
3. **LRMC:** Let \( X^{\otimes 2} \) be the low-rank completion (obtained from the observed entries in \( X^{\otimes 2} \)).
4. **SVD:** Let \( \hat{x}_i \) be principle singular vector of square symmetric matrix formed from \( i^{th} \) column of \( X^{\otimes 2} \).
5. **Output:** completed matrix \( \hat{X} \) whose \( i^{th} \) column is \( \hat{x}_i \).
Remarkably, there are situations where the original data matrix \( \mathbf{X} \) is full rank, but the tensorized matrix \( \mathbf{X}^{\otimes 2} \) is low-rank, owing to the (nonlinear) algebraic structure of the data. In such cases, the LADMC matrix can succeed, while LRMC will fail.

For example, a union of \( K \) \( r \)-dimensional subspaces is a special case of a nonlinear variety. Specifically, note that a union of \( K \) \( r \)-rank subspaces (in general position) lies in a subspace of \( \mathbb{R}^d \) of dimension \( \min(Kr, d) \) in \( \mathbb{R}^d \). However, in the tensor space, these points lie in a subspace of \( \mathbb{R}^{D} \) of dimension \( R = \min(K\binom{r+1}{2}, D) \) in \( \mathbb{R}^{D} \); see the appendix for a proof. The basic intuition is this: if we need \( O(R) \) observations (non-missing entries) per column to complete a rank-\( R \) matrix, then completing a union of \( K \) \( r \)-dimensional subspaces in the original space would require \( O(Kr) \) observations per column, but completing the corresponding tensorized matrix would require \( O(K\binom{r+1}{2}) \) observations per column, \( O(\sqrt{kr}) \) observations per column in the original space. In cases like this, LADMC matrix can succeed with far fewer observations per column than LRMC.

III. PREAMBLE AND ASSUMPTIONS

Algorithm 1 is primarily inspired by the ideas in [3]. However, the key technical issue that was unresolved in [3] is related to the fact that the pattern of missing entries in the tensorized matrix is highly structured (due to the tensor product). Consequently, the missingness patterns in the tensorized matrix are not generated uniformly at random (even if the original missingness patterns are).

Moreover, the set of possible sampling patterns per column is highly constrained. For instance, consider a data matrix where each column is observed, in, say, \( m \) locations. Then each column of the tensorized matrix is observed in \( M = \binom{r+1}{2} \) locations (i.e., we can compute only \( M \) of the \( D = \binom{d+1}{2} \) possible products in each column). If we were sampling directly in the tensor space, there would be \( \binom{D}{M} \) possible sampling patterns for each column. However, because we are sampling in the original space, there are in fact only \( \binom{d}{m} \) possible sampling patterns per column. These constraints on the sampling patterns imply that existing LRMC theory (which typically requires uniform sampling) does not apply directly to the tensorized representations.

In addition, typical LRMC methods also rely on incoherence, which is a parameter indicating how aligned a subspace is to the canonical axes. Incoherence guarantees that the information is well-spread over all coordinates. However, it is unclear (and generally unverifiable) whether the subspace containing \( \mathbf{X}^{\otimes 2} \) will be incoherent.

For these reasons it was not clear (until now) whether LRMC algorithms would succeed when applied to the tensorized data. In fact, as shown by the following example, there are cases where \( \mathbf{X}^{\otimes 2} \) cannot be low-rank completed, even with an unlimited amount of data, sampled randomly and ideal incoherence.

Example 1. Suppose \( \mathbf{X} \) lies in the union of \( K = 2 \) subspaces in general position, each of dimension \( r = 1 \), in ambient dimension \( d = 3 \). Then \( \mathbf{X}^{\otimes 2} \) lies in a single subspace of dimension \( R = K\binom{r+1}{2} = 2 \), in ambient dimension \( D = \binom{d+1}{2} = 6 \).

Information-theoretically, one must observe at least \( r + 1 \) entries per column to complete \( \mathbf{X} \) [9]. So suppose \( \mathbf{X} \) is observed on exactly \( r + 1 = 2 \) entries per column. It follows that there are only \( 3 \) possible samplings for any column of \( \mathbf{X} \), and consequently there are only \( 3 \) possible samplings for any column of \( \mathbf{X}^{\otimes 2} \). The respective possible samplings are indicated by the columns in the following matrices:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 1
\end{bmatrix}, \quad
\begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 1 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

This way, each column of \( \mathbf{X}^{\otimes 2} \) will be observed on exactly \( 3 \) entries, thus satisfying the minimum \( R + 1 = 3 \) observations per column required for low-rank completion [13]. If the number of columns \( N \) is sufficiently large, at some point there will be enough observations to account for the number of degrees of freedom in a \( D \times N \) rank-\( R \) matrix.

However, having enough observations is necessary for completion, but in general insufficient. The observations need to be in the right locations [13]. In fact, one may use the results in [12] to verify that even if \( \mathbf{X}^{\otimes 2} \) is maximally incoherent (ideal scenario), and even with an unlimited number of columns, \( \mathbf{X}^{\otimes 2} \) cannot be recovered.

We point out that given enough observations, it is information-theoretically possible to recover \( \mathbf{X} \) (for example using subspace clustering with missing data [9]). However, it is impossible to recover \( \mathbf{X} \) by low-rank completing \( \mathbf{X}^{\otimes 2} \).

Hence it was unclear (until now) whether a low-rank matrix in the tensorized domain is even identifiable from these constrained sampling patterns. In this paper we prove that low-rank matrices that arise from tensorized LAD structures are indeed identifiable from tensorized sampling patterns.

Of course, without further assumptions on \( \mathbf{X} \) and the observed entries, completion may be impossible. To see this consider the simple example where the columns of \( \mathbf{X} \) lie in a variety \( V \) that is only supported on the \( j \)th coordinate (perfectly aligned with the \( j \)th canonical axis). Then it would be impossible to recover \( \mathbf{X} \) unless all the columns were observed on the \( j \)th row. In most completion applications this would be unlikely. For example, in a movie recommender system like Netflix, this would require that all the users with similar preferences watched (and rated) the same movie.

To rule out scenarios like these, typical completion results require incoherence and uniform sampling. However, as discussed above, these assumptions do not hold in our
setting, so it was unclear whether $X^{\otimes 2}$ could be low-rank completed.

To avoid these issues, and show that $X^{\otimes 2}$ can indeed be low-rank completed, our main theoretical results will assume that $V$ is generic. More precisely:

(A1) Recall from Definition 1 that $V$ contains the coefficients of the polynomials that determine $V$. Assume that the entries in $V$ are drawn independently with respect to an absolutely continuous distribution on $\mathbb{R}$.

Essentially, A1 requires that the coefficients $V$ of the polynomials that determine $V$ are generic. This guarantees that $V$ is in general position. Varieties of this sort do not have a particular orientation with respect to the canonical axes. Notice that by definition, $V$ is the set of points $x \in \mathbb{R}^d$ such that $x^{\otimes 2} \in \ker V^T =: S$, which is a linear subspace of $\mathbb{R}^D$. This way, $V$ is also determined by $S$. Equivalently, A1 requires that $S$ is in general position. Similar sorts of genericity assumptions have been used to study standard LRMC and related problems [9, 12–18].

As mentioned in Section II, unions of subspaces (UoS) are a special type of variety (see [3] for more details). UoS are very relevant in modern applications and have received considerable attention [5–11]. However, they do not follow A1. Luckily, as we show in Section V, all our results also apply to UoS that satisfy the following general position assumption:

(A2) $V$ is a variety corresponding to the union of $K$ linear subspaces drawn independently at random with respect to uniform measure over the Grassmann manifold of $r$-dimensional subspaces in $\mathbb{R}^d$.

With these assumptions we are ready to show that low-rank matrices that arise from tensorized LAD structures are indeed identifiable from tensorized sampling patterns.

IV. MAIN RESULTS

First observe that the problem of completing the rank-$R$ matrix $X^{\otimes 2}$ is tantamount to identifying the $R$-dimensional subspace $S$ spanned by its columns [13], and this is how we will approach it.

Let $\Omega = [\omega_1 \cdots \omega_n] \in \{0, 1\}^{d \times n}$ be the matrix containing all the distinct sampling patterns of the columns in $X$. Define $v_i := (\omega_i \otimes \omega_i)_D$, and let $\Upsilon := [v_1 \cdots v_n] \in \{0, 1\}^{D \times n}$ indicate all the distinct sampling patterns of $X^{\otimes 2}$.

Next notice that $L \geq R$ columns in $X$ observed on rows $\omega_i$ will generate $L \geq R$ columns in $X^{\otimes 2}$ observed on rows $v_i$. If $V$ is generic (i.e., satisfies A1 or A2) and the columns in $X$ are drawn generically from $V$ (i.e., according to an absolutely continuous distribution with respect to the Lebesgue measure on $V$), then the tensorized columns will span $S_{v_1}$, the projection of $S$ onto the coordinates indicated in $v_1$. In other words, $L \geq R$ columns of $X$ observed on $\omega_i$ contain the same information about $S$ as the canonical projection $S_{v_1}$.

With this in mind, we will derive necessary and sufficient conditions on the sampling pattern $\Omega$ to guarantee that $S$ can be uniquely recovered from the canonical projections indicated in $\Upsilon$, i.e., $\{S_{v_i}\}_{i=1}^n$. See Figure 1 to build some intuition.

The key insight is that observing a projection onto more than $R$ coordinates places constraints on what $S$ may be. For example, if we observe a projection onto $R + 1$ coordinates, then not all $R$-dimensional subspaces will be consistent with this projection. If we observe more projections, then even fewer subspaces will be consistent with them. In effect, each coordinate, in addition to the first $R$, places one constraint that an $R$-dimensional subspace must satisfy in order to be consistent with the projections. The projections onto different coordinates may or may not produce redundant constraints. The main result in [12] is a simple condition on the set of constraints (resulting from all the projections) that is necessary and sufficient to guarantee that only one subspace satisfies all the constraints. This in turn provides a simple condition to identify the subspace.

To state these results, we introduce the matrix $\tilde{\Upsilon}$ that encodes the set of all constraints in a way that allows us to easily express the necessary and sufficient condition.

Let $j_1^{(i)}, \ldots, j_{m_i}^{(i)}$ denote the indices of the $m_i$ nonzero entries in the $i^{th}$ column of $\Upsilon$. Define $\tilde{\Upsilon}_i$ as the $D \times (m_i - R)$ matrix, whose $k^{th}$ column has the value 1 in rows $j_1^{(i)}, \ldots, j_{m_i^{(i)} - 1}^{(i)}$, and zeros elsewhere. For example,

![Fig. 1. When can $S$ be identified from its canonical projections $\{S_{v_i}\}_{i=1}^n$?](image-url)
Theorem 2. Assume \( \mathcal{V} \) satisfies A1 or A2, with \( \mathcal{S} \) being an \( R \)-dimensional subspace of \( \mathbb{R}^D \). Suppose \( \Omega \) contains all possible \( \binom{d}{m} \) subsets of \( m \) of the \( d \) coordinates in the original data space. Let \( \ell \) be the smallest integer such that \( \binom{\ell + 1}{2} \geq R \).

(i) If \( m < \ell \), then \( \mathcal{S} \) cannot be uniquely determined.

(ii) There exist cases with \( m = \ell \) and \( m = \ell + 1 \) where \( \mathcal{S} \) cannot be uniquely determined.

(iii) If \( m \geq \ell + 2 \), then \( \mathcal{S} \) can be uniquely determined.

The proof of (i) follows by the simple argument above. The proof of (ii) follows by counterexample (Example 1 above). The proof of (iii) is given in Section V. It follows by showing that the conditions of Theorem 1 are met if \( \Omega \) contains all the sampling patterns with \( m = \ell + 2 \) observations per column.

V. PROOF

In order to prove Theorem 1, we will use the results in [12]. These results show that a subspace in general position can be recovered from a subset of its canonical projections (see Figure 1 to build some intuition). Furthermore, they determine exactly which projections are needed.

More precisely, [12] requires that the subspace is drawn according to the uniform measure over the Grassmannian. This is to guarantee that all its projections have full-dimension, or equivalently, that all the minors of its bases are full-rank. Intuitively, this guarantees that all its projections provide enough information about the subspace, so that these projections can be glued together to recover the whole subspace.
Recall that $S$ is the $R$-dimensional subspace of $\mathbb{R}^D$ containing all the columns in $X^{\otimes 2}$. Observe that $S$ is determined by the tensorized products of $V$, and hence some of its coordinates have some structured relationships. In other words, it is not drawn uniformly over the Grassmannian. However, the next lemma shows that in fact, all its projections have full-dimension, and hence all the results in [12] are applicable.

Lemma 1. Assume $V$ satisfies $A1$ or $A2$. Let $v$ be a subset of $\{1, \ldots, D\}$ with exactly $R$ elements. Let $S_v$ denote the restriction of $S$ to the coordinates in $v$. Then $\dim S_v = R$.

Proof. Let $U$ denote a basis for the $R$-dimensional subspace $S$. It suffices to show that every $R \times R$ submatrix of $U$ is full-rank with probability 1.

First consider the case when $V$ satisfies $A1$. Recall that the span of $V$ the orthogonal complement of $S$. Since the elements of $V$ are continuously distributed and i.i.d., the subspace spanned by $V$ is continuously distributed with respect to uniform measure on the Grassmannian. It follows that the complementary subspace spanned by $U$ is as well, and therefore every $R \times R$ submatrix of $U$ is full-rank with probability 1.

Next consider the case when $V$ satisfies $A2$. This case is a bit more complicated, since the variety corresponding to a union of subspaces is not fully generic. Let $u_1, \ldots, u_{Kr}$ be a basis for the original data matrix (i.e., $u_1, \ldots, u_i$ is a basis for the first subspace, $u_{i+1}, \ldots, u_{2r}$ is a basis for the second, and so on). Then tensor products of the form $u_i \otimes u_j$, where $i$ and $j$ are indices belonging to one of the $K$ subspaces, form a basis for $S$. Let $U$ denote a matrix with $R$ columns equal to these tensorized basis elements.

Note that there exists a rank deficient $R \times R$ submatrix of $U$ if and only if there exists a vector $\alpha$ with $R$ nonzero elements and satisfies $U^T \alpha = 0$. We will show that this is impossible.

Let $\{u_{ij}\}_{i,j=1}^{d, Kr}$ denote all the elements $u_1, \ldots, u_{Kr}$. Observe that the tensorized basis has elements of the form $\{u_{ij}, u_{i\ell, m}\}$. Form the vectors

$$v_{ij} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\ u_{ij} \\ u_{i\ell, m}^T \end{bmatrix},$$

and define $v_j = \bigotimes_i v_{ij}$. Note that $v_j$ contains all the products in the $j$th column of $U$ (and more). In other words, $U$ is a subset of the rows in $V^i := \{v_1, \ldots, v_{D-R}\}$. Now consider the expectation

$$\mathbb{E} V V^T = \sum_j \mathbb{E} v_j v_j^T = \sum_i \bigotimes_j \mathbb{E} v_{ij} v_{ij}^T,$$

where we bring the expectation inside the product since the $u_{ij}$ are assumed to be independent. Since the $u_{ij}$ are absolutely continuous random variables, each $\mathbb{E} v_{ij} v_{ij}$ is full-rank (see Theorem 1 in [19]). It follows by standard Kronecker product properties that $EVV^T$ is full-rank, and thus $\mathbb{E} U U^T$ is also full-rank.

Now suppose there exists a vector $\alpha$ with $R$ nonzero elements and satisfies $U^T \alpha = 0$. This is equivalent to the condition $\alpha^T \mathbb{E} U U^T \alpha = 0$ (i.e., $\mathbb{E} Y^2 = 0$ if and only if $Y = 0$ with probability 1), which implies that $\mathbb{E} U U^T$ is rank deficient, contradicting the conclusion above.

Equipped with Lemma 1, the proof of Theorem 1 follows unchanged from the proofs of Theorems 1 and 3 in [12]. We now give the proof of Theorem 2.

Proof. (Theorem 2) The proof of (i) follows by the simple argument above Theorem 2. Example 1 shows (ii). We now give the proof of (iii).

There exist plenty of samplings $Y$ satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2. For instance, it is easy to see (and one can verify using Algorithm 1) that the following sampling, where $I$ denotes a block of all 1’s and $1$ denotes the identity matrix, satisfies these conditions.

$$Y^* = \left[ \begin{array}{c} 1 \\ I \end{array} \right] \text{ mod } D - R. \quad (1)$$

To show (iii), it suffices to show that the sampling $\Omega$ (containing all possible $(m-d)$ subsets of $m$ of the $d$ coordinates in the original data space) will generate a sampling $\tilde{Y}$ containing a sampling $Y^*$ satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1. In particular, we will show that $\tilde{Y}$ will contain the sampling $Y^*$ in (1).

To this end, recall that each coordinate in the tensor space $\mathbb{R}^D$ corresponds to two coordinates in the original space $\mathbb{R}^d$. Let $j, k \in \{1, \ldots, d\}$ be the coordinates of $\Omega$ corresponding to the $(R+j)^{th}$ coordinate in $\mathbb{R}^D$.

It is easy to see that $v_j \in Y$ is nonzero in row $(R+j)$ if and only if $\omega_j$ is nonzero in both rows $j$ and $k$. Since $\Omega$ contains all possible columns with $m = \ell + 2$ samples, it contains a column $\omega_j$ whose first $\ell$ samples are in the first $\ell$ rows, and whose last $2$ samples are in rows $j$ and $k$.

Recall that a column in $\Omega$ with $\ell$ observations will produce a column in $Y$ with $(\ell+2)$ observations. It follows that $\omega_j$ will produce a column $v_j$, with samples in the first $R$ rows and in row $(R+i)$. In other words, the column $\omega_j$ will produce the $i^{th}$ column of $Y^*$ in (1).

Since it is true for every $i = 1, \ldots, D - R$, we know that $\Omega$ will produce a matrix $\hat{Y}$ containing $Y^*$ as in (1). Since $Y^*$ satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1, it follows that $\hat{Y}$ can be uniquely recovered, as claimed.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

The following experiments demonstrate the performance of the proposed LADM algorithm (Alg 1) on synthetic data having low algebraic dimension. For the LRMC step within
LRMC we use the singular value iterative hard thresholding algorithm, also known as singular value projection [20]. In addition to LRMC we also test an iterative version of the approach (iLADMC) where we run the iterative singular value hard thresholding step of LADMC in the tensorized domain for the matrix completion problem. Map back to the original domain by the rank-1 SVD pre-image step, fill in the known entries of the matrix, and repeat until convergence. While we have no theory to show an iterative approach should outperform LRMC empirically we find that iLADMC converges much faster than LADMC (in terms of the number of iterates in hard thresholding steps, which is the main computational bottleneck) and succeeds in completing matrices at lower sampling rates than plain LADMC.

Figure 2 shows the performance of LADMC and iLADMC against competing approaches for the recovery of synthetic union of subspaces data with missing entries. We generated matrix 

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X_{11} & \cdots & X_{1d} \\
\vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
X_{d1} & \cdots & X_{dd}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

as 

\[
X = F X_0 F^T,
\]

where 

\[
F = \begin{bmatrix}
F_1 & \cdots & F_K
\end{bmatrix}
\]

is the ground truth matrix. Here we compared against LRMC via iterative hard thresholding minimization in the original matrix domain, and three methods based on subspace clustering: sparse subspace clustering (SSC) with entry-wise zero fill [8] followed by LRMC on each identified cluster (SSC+EWZF), the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm proposed in [7], and the group-sparse subspace clustering algorithm [10] followed by LRMC on each cluster (GSSC). The subspace clustering algorithms were passed the exact rank and number of subspaces. The EM and GSSC algorithms were initialized with the subspace clustering obtained by SSC-EWZF. Any remaining free parameters in these algorithms were set via cross-validation.

We find that LADMC is able to successfully complete the data with high probability when the number of measurements per column in the tensorized domain exceeds the information-theoretic bound, as indicated by the red dashed line in Figure 2. This is a substantial extension over standard LRMC: for these settings, LADMC is able to complete data matrices drawn from up to \( K = 30 \) subspaces, whereas LRMC is limited to data drawn from less than \( K = 7 \) subspaces. However, for LADMC there is a small gap between the information-theoretic bound and the true phase transition, which is most apparent where the number of subspaces and sampling rate is low (lower-left of the plot). This gap is less pronounced for iLADMC, and in fact iLADMC shows recovery below the LADMC information-theoretic bound. We also observe that the performance of LADMC and iLADMC is competitive with the best performing subspace clustering-based algorithm, which in this case is GSSC.

In Figure 3 we compare the performance of LADMC versus LRMC when the data is drawn from a single subspace of dimension \( r \leq d \) (using the settings \( d = 25 \), \( r = 1, \ldots, 25 \), \( N = 500 \). Here we find that the performance of LADMC is only slightly worse than LRMC. In fact, iLADMC shows a similar phase transition as LRMC except at very low
sampling rates where the performance degrades. This shows that LADMC and iLADMC can be expected to perform similarly well as LRMC in the case where the data is low-rank.

VII. CONCLUSION

The theory and algorithms presented in this paper give new insight into conducting matrix completion when the matrix columns correspond to points on a non-linear algebraic variety, a special case of which is a union of subspaces. Unlike most completion methods for unions of subspaces, the proposed approach does not necessitate an intermediate subspace clustering step that can be fragile in the presence of missing data.

The theoretical guarantees currently focus on canonical projections – i.e., the assumption that we observe multiple columns with each possible sampling pattern. This assumption is not always met in practice, yet the proposed LADMC algorithm nevertheless performs well empirically. An important avenue for future study are conditions for completion of partially sampled data matrices.

In addition, while this paper focused on quadratic tensorized representations of the data, the ideas easily generalize to higher order tensorizations. This extension would facilitate the completion of higher order varieties in the presence of more missing data. Algorithmically, the LADMC algorithm would only need to have the final step (SVD) changed to finding a rank-one approximation of a multi-dimensional tensor; this topic has received concerted attention in recent years. However, the computational complexity scales as $O(d^3)$, where $q$ is the tensor order; we are actively investigating memory- and computationally efficient algorithms.
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APPENDIX

Nonlinear Algebraic Representations of Unions of Subspaces.

For simplicity of presentation, we focus on the setting where $K(\mathbb{R}^{d_1}, \mathbb{R}^{d_2}) \leq D$. Consider an r-dimensional subspace of $\mathbb{R}^{d_2}$: Points in this space can be represented by $x = U\theta$, where columns of $U \in \mathbb{R}^{d_2 \times 2}$ are a basis for the subspace. For a matrix $U$, let $U^{\otimes 2} = (U \otimes U)^\dagger$.

Note that $x^{\otimes 2} = U^{\otimes 2} \theta^{\otimes 2}$. The dimensions of $\theta^{\otimes 2}$ and $x^{\otimes 2}$ are $(r+1)\frac{d_2}{2}$ and $(r+1)\frac{d_2}{2}$, respectively (after eliminating repeats, as described in the introduction).

Now consider the set of vectors $\{U^{\otimes 2} \theta^{\otimes 2} : \theta \in \mathbb{R}^{r+1}\}$. This set spans a $(r+1)\frac{d_2}{2}$ subspace of the (ambient) $(r+1)\frac{d_2}{2}$ space. This follows simply by noting that $U^{\otimes 2}$ is full rank (since $U$ is full rank) and the set $\{\theta^{\otimes 2} : \theta \in \mathbb{R}^{r+1}\}$ spans $(r+1)\frac{d_2}{2}$ dimensions, since the monomials are linearly independent.

Now consider two r-dimensional subspaces in $\mathbb{R}^{d_2}$, spanned by $U$ and $V$, respectively, and assume the subspaces intersect transversally; i.e., the columns of $U$ and $V$ are linearly independent. It follows that the columns of $U^{\otimes 2}$ and $V^{\otimes 2}$ are linearly independent, as well. Thus, the set

$$\{U^{\otimes 2} \theta^{\otimes 2} : \theta \in \mathbb{R}^{r+1}\} \cup \{V^{\otimes 2} \theta^{\otimes 2} : \theta \in \mathbb{R}^{r+1}\}$$

spans a $(2(r+1))\frac{d_2}{2}$ dimensional subspace of the ambient $(d_2\frac{d_2}{2})$ dimensional space. More generally, if $x$ belongs to a union of $K$ subspaces, then the span of $x^{\otimes 2}$ is a $K(2(r+1))\frac{d_2}{2}$ dimensional subspace of the ambient $(d_2\frac{d_2}{2})$ dimensional space.